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Pierre Charmasson
(’81) is Happy to
be a Part of Saints
Today and Tomorrow
By Edwin Hearn, President,
St. Augustine High School

W

LIFE IN THE PITS--”The Pit,” as the student cheering section is affectionately called,
is pictured in action during a recent Saints vs. Cathedral basketball game. The Pit is a
movable feast that travels from sport to sport yelling and screaming support for all things
Saints.
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Saints Players’ Set
Mystery Spoof For Spring
Dinner-Theatre Show

Unitas Veritas Caritas

eal food. Real fun. Saints Players
spring production will be playwright
Pat Cook’s “The Night I Died at the
Palace Theatre.” The comedy format will be
classic murder mystery theatre dining at St.
Patrick’s Parish Hall on March 6, 7, 9 and
10. See advertisement in this issue of Saints

Dear Parents and Friends

Working Together to Build
Healthy Self-Esteems

W

e do so much more at Saints beyond providing a high quality academic program.
Most are aware of our efforts to develop
the Christian hearts of the young men we serve and
many are attuned to our success in athletics. But
still there is more. We want our students to be
emotionally prepared for the world after high school
and so one of our aims is to develop young men with
a healthy sense of self-esteem.
Principal James Horne
Healthy self-esteem can be a student’s armor
against the challenges of the world. Young men who know their strengths
and weaknesses and feel good about themselves seem to have an easier time
handling conflicts and resisting negative pressures.
So here are some tips on how we, parents and teachers, can help to foster
healthy self-esteem in our Saintsmen.
Be careful what you say. Boys can be sensitive to parents’ and others’
words. Remember to praise your son not only for a job well done, but also
for effort; but be truthful. For example, if your son doesn’t make the soccer
team, avoid saying something like, “Well, next time you’ll work harder and
maybe you’ll make it.” Instead, try “Well, you didn’t make the team, but
I’m really proud of the effort you put into it.” Reward effort and completion
instead of outcome.
Identify and redirect inaccurate beliefs. Inaccurate perceptions of self can
take root and become reality to young men. For example, a student who does
very well in school but struggles with math may say, “I can’t do math. I’m a
bad student.” Not only is this a false generalization, it’s also a belief that can
set him up for failure. Encourage your son to see a situation in a more objective way. A helpful response might be: “You are a good student. You do great
in school. Math is a subject that you need to spend more time on. We’ll work
on it together and get you some assistance.”
Be spontaneous and affectionate. Your love will help boost your son’s
Continued on page 5.

Scene for times and ticket information.
Set in a theater in the 1940s, the
play features actors just getting ready to
rehearse the final scene for their latest
production, when the director is found
dead onstage. There’s a lot of disbelief among the troupe until it becomes
quite evident that someone has, indeed,
shuffled off this mortal coil. Watch as the
baby-faced detective Jimmy Todd puts
together the clues. Was the director murdered for what was in that missing final
scene? Clues intermingle with unveiled
threats as cast member turns against cast
member. Who heard the final word uttered by Dexter the director?
This comedy-filled mystery featuring
a cast of ten Saintsmen and two young
women from OLP is brought to you by
the author of “Death and Taxes” and
“Three Murders and It’s Only Monday!”
Playwright Pat Cook got his first
taste of seeing his work in print when
he was still in high school in Frankston,
Texas, writing for the school paper.
During the summers, he wrote a column
for his hometown newspaper. It wasn’t
until college, however, when he saw the
movie version of Neil Simon’s “The Odd
Couple,” that he decided to try his hand

ith the Big
One right
around the
corner, an interview
with Pierre Charmasson, ’81, this year’s
auctioneer, seems to
be the right call. As
each of these alumni
Pierre Charmasson (’81) interviews has been
original, Pierre gives us a slice of saints from
the late 1970’s and early 1980’s.
Question: What is your most memorable
moment at saints?
Answer: Unfortunately it had to be the crash
of PSA flight 182 my sophomore year. Although it was a horrific day in San Diego’s
history I was so proud of the way the saints
faculty, staff and students reacted to the tragedy and provided immediate support to the
first responders.
Q: Tell me something about one of your
favorite teachers?
A: I had a great relationship with many of my
teachers at Saints but Dan Schaitel, my civics
teacher and track coach, has remained my
good friend and mentor for many years. After
I placed 2nd in the annual Turkey Trot he approached me about running track. He really
knew how to “push my buttons.” He moved
on to a very successful career at Poway High
and I helped him by serving as the “voice”
of the Poway track festival for many years. I
was honored to have him attend my wedding
as well as my recent 50th birthday party.
Q: Why are you involved at Saints today?
A: I believe in saints and I want to be a part
of its future. After spending years as an assistant football coach (1989-1996) and then
getting the saints rugby team established
a few years ago, I agreed to come back to
saints to be a part of the capital development
program as the chair of the communications
committee.
Q: How would you describe the Saints
experience?
A: It’s like a grain of sand, a cloud, or a

Continued on page 3.

Continued on page 5.

Important College Test Dates
SAT Testing
dates are:

ACT Testing
dates are:

January 26, 2013
March 9, 2013
May 4, 2013
June 1, 2013

February 9, 2013
April 13, 2013
June 8, 2013

All dates are from the College Board web site.

Gratitude!

I

By Fr. Bob Gavotto, O.S.A. (‘55)
Saints Chaplain

t’s never too late to
develop an attitude of
gratitude. Writing and
adhering to list of New
Years’ resolutions may
seem a bit old fashioned,
but if it works then you
have everything to gain.
Last year, this article
appeared in the student
newspaper, The Augustinian. Now, sharing it with the Saints community
at large, especially Saints parents I hope by
reading the following we can all rekindle our
attitude of gratitude for 2012 and beyond. Simply
ask yourself questions about your own life as I
asked students. Do you want to improve your
grades? Do you want to improve your GPA? Do
you want to have more friends? Do you want to
set higher goals? Do you want to be less materialistic? Do you want to complain of fewer
headaches and stomach aches? Do you want to
feel more satisfied with your friends, with your
family, with Saints? Do you want to have more
desire and time to give back?
Now, read
those questions again. Of course we all want to
answer yes to all the questions. Well, you can, if
you feel, act and be more grateful. Melinda Beck
in a recent article in the Wall Street Journal (1023-10) pointed out that a growing body of recent
research suggests that maintaining an attitude of
gratitude can improve psychological, emotional
and physical well-being for adults as well as for
adolescents. And, I would add that maintaining
a gratitude attitude is necessary for our spiritual
well-being as well. St. Paul, for example, says in
1 Corinthians 4:7—“What do you have that you
did not receive? And if you did receive it, why do
you boast as though you did not?” And as Saint
Augustine reminds us everything is a gift from
God: our existence: Be always thankful that you

exist; our life, our new life in Jesus Christ, all that
we have and are, are gifts of God. Here are three
suggested ways you can maintain a gratitude attitude and have a positive answer to those questions
in your life:
1. Keep a gratitude journal in your own Saints
Handbook. After you have done your homework,
write down in your handbook one, two, or three
things that happened during the day to be grateful for. In that way you are literally counting your
blessings.
2. Take time out for—let’s say five minutes—during each day to settle down find a quiet spot; speak
to God and listen. Focus on the sounds, smells and
touches around you; pause mindfully and be grateful.
3. Before falling asleep this evening, and every
evening, review the events and people to be grateful for during the day.
Don’t count sheep, count your blessings and to
thank God for these blessing. Thank you for reading this article.
And, remember: Count Your Blessings!

25th Annual

February 8, 2013 at 10:45

The Best Kept
Secret for Parents:
St. Monica’s group

S

t. Monica’s group is a Saints Community gathering made up of parents who meet on Thursday
mornings at 7:45 am in the Saint’s chapel to
celebrate Mass and pray for our sons and the school.
Fr. Bob Gavotto (when not in Italy with Intersession
students) is the celebrant and if he is unavailable we
still meet to say the rosary.
The mission of St. Monica’s group is prayer. The
group was started by a couple of moms who wanted to
pray for their sons. It has grown into a group of parents
who meet with that one mission: to pray.
The members have changed, the leadership has
changed, but the commitment and focus has stayed
the same. There are many extra benefits to the group
too. You will meet fellow parents and become more
involved in the Saints community. You do receive service hours for attendance and for making rosaries.
Throughout the year we have little socials or events
that also help you as a parent to navigate high school.
A lot of our alumni parents still attend and they offer
the perspective of college and life beyond high school
as well. 		
Please note that there is no obligation to come to
every week. You are warmly welcome to attend whenever your schedule allows.
St. Monica’s prayer group members are currently
hard at work on their rosary project. Their objective is
to provide a handmade rosary to each member of the
graduating class of 2013. Volunteers from the group
and anyone who likes to work with their hands are
invited to join in the project. The rosaries have become
a Saints tradition.
Rose Whalen is currently spearheading the project.
The group hopes to make approximately 200 rosaries.
The senior Saintsmen will be given their rosaries at the
Mother/Son Tribute luncheon that will be held in the
spring. This is a tradition that is accomplished annually by this dedicated group.
If you have any questions please contact Dylene
Gilb at dylenegilbsmpg@gmail.com.
You may also submit prayer requests. We are happy
to pray for you and your families.

CIF Creates New Athletic Divisions
Football, baseball, basketball impacted; other sports not so much

S

Michael Stephenson

t. Augustine’s major
sports—football, basketball and basketball—will
compete in new athletic divisions
beginning next fall. CIF, the local
high schools’ governing body
for competition, has changed
divisional play countywide based
on competitive strength (history
of success) versus size of school
enrollment.

Football--Saints football will be played in Division II next fall. The divisions considered more
competitive are the top Open division followed
by Division I. In Division II Saints will compete
with Madison, Valley Center, Mount Miguel,
Rancho Bernardo, Escondido, Brawley, Scripps
Ranch, Mission Bay, Mar Vista, Imperial, Rancho Buena Vista, Serra, El Capitan, West Hills,
Bonita Vista and Del Norte.
Continued on page 5.

Newspaper Follows Saintsman’s
Ivy League College Search
Editor’s note: The following article, “Shades of gray matter among
Ivy recruits; Eastern schools
looking for best of the best students
who still long to play football,”
ran in U-T San Diego recently. It
discussed athletes and Ivy League
schools. Saints Scene obtained
permission to reprint the article.
Tristan Juarez (’13)
Our thanks to the U-T and writer
Lin for sharing this article.
By Dennis Lin, U-T San Diego reporter--St. Augustine’s Tristan Juarez is drawing the interest of Ivy
League schools. Tristan Juarez sat down with a college
recruiter [on a recent] Saturday.
For nearly an hour, they talked about classes, extracurriculars and career goals. They talked about St. Augustine High, Juarez’s current school. They talked about
another school, this one on the opposite coast of the
country. They discussed grades and test scores.
In other words, football was just another topic. This
was an admissions interview for Harvard, after all.
“It went well, actually,” Juarez said afterward.
Juarez is part of a select group of local football players
who have experienced the Ivy League recruiting process.
And, as they’ve discovered, it’s far removed from the
pampering and red-carpet treatment often associated with
college football recruiting.
“There are no guarantees,” said Juarez, who met with
the recruiter on the campus of UC San Diego.
Admissions standards
There are no athletic scholarships, either. There are, however, strict standards for admission.
They begin with the Academic Index (AI), a point system that summarizes a high school recruit’s grade-point
average and scores on standardized tests like the SAT.
For football, schools annually admit a certain number
of players in each of four AI ranges, or bands. The ranges
vary from school to school, depending on an institution’s
academic profile.
“Whereas we can get in two kids on a lower academic
band, a lower Ivy League academic school can get in 10
kids,” said Joe Villapiano, Harvard recruiting coordinator
and wide receivers coach. “We have a little bit tougher
requirements for getting in, so the Academic Index is a
little higher.”
Juarez, with a 4.0 GPA and an 1820 SAT, said he was
told he qualifies as a “first-level exception,” meaning he
falls into the band containing the highest academic qualifiers.

The Saints safety has attracted the interest of
Cornell, Harvard and Columbia. While a recruit’s AI
is the first thing schools consider, they also look at
other factors, including extracurriculars, essays and
letters of recommendation.
Juarez, who plans to study business or engineering, has also been contacted by schools in the
Patriot League, including Lehigh and Holy Cross,
and “Little Ivies” like Hamilton and Middlebury.
Academically, such institutions rank a notch below
the Ivy League, but they often have strong ties to the
Ancient Eight.
Ivy League schools don’t grant athletic scholarships, but they do offer need-based financial
aid.
Under certain circumstances, they can issue
“likely letters,” which, according to the league’s
Web site, mean “that as long as the applicant sustains the academic and personal record reflected in
the completed application, the institution will send a
formal admission offer on the appropriate notification date.”
“A lot of times, they call you, versus you calling them,” said Sebastian Juarez, Tristan’s father.
“If you call and leave a message, they’ll call you if
they’re really interested.”

Seniors Dominate Honor Roll

The Class of 2013 paced the school with most appearances on the first semester Honor Roll with 68 earning Principal’s List honors. Seniors led in overall Honors appearances with 130 total with Freshmen coming in second
place with 116 students. For the entire Honor Roll for first semester 2012-13 school year please go to page 7.
Seniors on Principal’s List: 68
Seniors on 1st Honors: 28
Seniors on 2nd Honors: 34
Total: 130

Sophomores on Principal’s List: 47
Sophomores on 1st Honors: 26
Sophomores on 2nd Honors: 33
Total: 106

1st Place – Seniors
2nd Place – Freshmen
3rd Place – Juniors
4th Place – Sophomores

Juniors on Principal’s List: 52
Juniors on 1st Honors: 23
Juniors on 2nd Honors: 34
Total: 109

Freshman on Principal’s List: 47
Freshman on 1st Honors: 36
Freshman on 2nd Honors: 33
Total: 116

List compiled by Chris Graham (’13)
and Kyle Edmonds (’13).

Image courtesy of National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration

Teens And Driving

O

Peer Pressure on
the Young Driver

n September 30, 1955, the nation was
stunned when Hollywood idol James Dean,
in his early twenties with a tremendous future in front of him, was killed on a rural highway in
San Luis Obispo County when he lost control of his
car. That car crash remains fixed in Americana as an
example of how dangerous driving really is, especially when traffic rules are not followed.
For teenage boys, driving a car is a rite of passage
that represents freedom. They can be seen driving
down streets and freeways at speeds that show little
concern for their safety or anyone else’s. Somewhere
in the middle of high school, the magic age of 16 is
finally reached allowing young boys to drive.
Some are more ready than others are.
As the father of three sons, I constantly urged them
to slow down, to leave the radio alone or to make
sure the braking distance was adequate, in order to
be prepared for a potential crisis. Despite repeated
admonitions, I realized this concept was over their
heads. Unfortunately, it took some fender benders
and continued experience for them to fully comprehend the attentiveness driving takes. Thankfully, they
survived the lessons without serious mishap.
Today’s cars have so many safety features and feel
stable at almost any speed, making the posted speed
limit feel like one is driving a horse and buggy.
Maybe it is the computer whose speed doubles every
couple of years that has caused us to lose patience
with a normal pace of life. Speed and immature
decision-making are the curse of young male drivers.
Recent research indicates that young men’s brain
function does not mature until the mid to late twenties. It is difficult for adolescents to see the possible
consequences of their actions. For this age group,
bad things happen to other people.
Boys by themselves tend to be better decisionmakers than in a group.
When there is more than one, their reason seems
to go out the window. Their natural proclivity to
impress their peers often leads to a total disregard
for safety. The addition of alcohol and/or drugs is a
recipe for disaster, very often leading to the phone
call every parent wishes to avoid – the late night call
from the police department that their son has been in
an accident.
Emphasize the necessity of buckling up for safety,
enforce your son’s curfew and California’s teenage driving laws, and talk to him openly about the
dangers of alcohol and drugs—By Edwin Hearn,
President, St. Augustine High School. Reprinted
from an earlier edition of Saints Scene.

Dinner Theater Show
Continued from page 1.

at writing plays.
His first one-act, “The Boys in the Halls,” was
produced at Lon Morris Junior College in Jacksonville,
Texas, in 1968. After moving to Houston in 1970, he
found other writing assignments at AstroWorld, educational radio, nightclubs and local television. His first
published play was “Rest in Peace” (Dramatic Publishing, 1976). Still, writing was only a sideline along with
several other odd jobs.
However, more plays got
published, and along the way his wife Rose Ann taught
him the joys of using a computer. This, coupled with
his conviction to drop everything else and write full
time, proved to be a turning point in his life. He now
has 140 published plays by nine publishers; several of
these have been translated into Dutch and German.
3

Alums Defeat State Champions
in Soccer Friendly Match

Saints

Sports

V

arsity soccer Coach Brendan Johnston (’94) is one of the driving forces behind organizing and playing in
the school’s alumni soccer game. For the
most part the game is a once a year event.
The recent game had a special panache. The
Saints Community, especially those who
appreciate and follow soccer totally understood that the Saints Varsity team stepped
on the campus soccer pitch as the defending
state champions. In a nutshell, Saints high

Golf Team Raring
to Go Under
New Head Coach

school soccer in 2012 walked away with all
the laurels.
The new banner in the gym says Soccer
2012 State Champions.
But that was last year.
The recent alum v. varsity soccer match
was in a word—a mismatch.
The final score will not be published to
protect the guilty.
Score the friendly match as a win for the
alums.

T

he St. Augustine golf team has
a promising future. Head coach
Tom Isaak begins his first year
with returning players and some fresh
faces. Isaak knows a thing or two about
golf. Isaak plays at the amateur level
and has competed in many tournaments
including the men’s amateur at Pinehurst.
Isaak has incorporated fundraisers, one
of which was held at Mt. Woodson Golf
Course where many alumni, parents, and
supporters of St. Augustine showed up to play a fun scramble
tournament. Miramar Golf Course was the stage for the alumni
vs. team match play tournament. Many alumni and supporters showed up to try and take the current team members. The
marque match included junior Luis Calderon and class of 1975s
Don Ecklund. Ecklund fell to Calderon with 1 to play, but all
was well in the clubhouse as everybody sat down to chat and eat
after a long afternoon.
La Jolla High School squad is gunning for the top spot
after dropping to Saints in the last four competitions. Saints is
looking to return the Eastern Conference and CIF banners back
to the gym. “I feel that we have a good chance of winning CIF.
We’ve come up short the last couple years, but with some new
team members, and Mr. Isaak as head coach we can go all the
way,” says senior Will Gonzales. The 2013 team has high
expectations and is planning to go low this season.
					
—By Kyle Edmonds (’13).
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John Willeford (’14) goes up in
the air to win the ball

Alum Connor Keefe (’12) attempts a bicycle kick that leads to a goal;
Andre Garcia (‘15) does his best to defend the effort.

Matt Teeter (’95) with his son Tristan and Carlos Sanguinetti
(’92) with his son Jack during the walkout before the game

W O R L D

Clayton Van Aken (’10)

C

University of Wyoming

layton Van Aken is
a Junior at the University of Wyoming
and according to his mom
Mrs. Maggie Van Aken
“Clayton is doing great!”
His academics are solid and
so is his competitive career
in rodeos. He has earned the right to compete at the
Collegiate National finals two out of the two years
he’s participated. Among Clayton’s rodeo laurels,
he’s a championship rodeo roper. He recently made
the final go-round of two events at Laramie County
Community College’s Shawn Dubie Memorial
Rodeo in team roping and tie down roping. By the
4

end of the day, Van Aken had a championship buckle
and a third-place finish in both events.
Estrella Bayer, in Saints Student Services Dept.,
who has kept in touch with the Van Aken family,
recently shared a note from Maggie Van Aken that
says “Clayton finds studying at college easier than
most of his friends, and he credits Saints for that. He
is still the gentle, responsible guy you remember. I’m
amazed that all the pressures have not gotten to him.
He has stayed very focused, and has not let any of the
peer issues get to him.”
Clayton most likely will reside in Wyoming after
graduation, according to his Mom, but who knows,
he’s certainly capable of succeeding wherever he goes.
Currently, he’s an Agriculture Business Major.

Coach Brendan Johnston (’94) thanks
the alumni for their generous donations. More than $2,000 was raised for
the Saints Soccer program. Pictured:
Paul Teeter (’91 yellow jersey) and
Colm Marmion (’96).

Saints Surf Team Shreds

S

By Chris Graham (’13)

aints has been “shredding” in the world of organized surfing
for sixteen years. Many Saintsmen know of the Surf Team,
but not very many know about the Surf Team. Every Saturday
morning, surfers from both Saints and the Academy of Our Lady
of Peace meet up for their weekly practice under the watchful eye
of moderator Deacon “Deac” Hardick and coach Jim Shaw, who
graduated from Saints in 1971. In the 16 years that Saints has been
involved in competitive surfing, they have managed to bring three
championship banners back to the gym, a really tough thing to do in
a place like Southern California where tons of great surfers seem to
be popping up every day.
The team participates in surf meets and competitions through
the Western Surfing Association (WSA), which is the oldest amateur
surfing association in the world. Saints competes with thirty other
high schools divided into four divisions determined by size of the
school and its location. There are five different heats consisting of
men’s shortboard, men’s longboard, women’s shortboard, women’s
longboard, and bodyboard. In each heat the judges watch the surfers
closely, looking specifically for degree of difficulty, innovative/progressive maneuvers, variety of maneuvers, speed, power, and flow.
Each wave is judged on a scale of 1 to 10 (10 being a perfect wave).
Surf team member Thomas Macie described being in the water

Thomas

Macie (’

13)

Sam Varela (’14)

during a heat by saying, “It’s a little nerve-racking at first but
once you get out there, it’s pretty chill.”
The Surf Team remains one of the most competitive
varsity sports on campus, but they still manage to have loads
of fun (more than any other sport can vouch for). And what
better way is there to respect one San Diego’s oldest pastimes
than demonstrating mastery of the craft and enjoying it all at
the same time?

Julia Zarella (’14)

CIF

Continued from page 3.

Cathedral Catholic has been moved to Division I in football.
Baseball--Saints will compete this spring in Division I against Cathedral,
El Capitan, Steele Canyon, Mira Mesa, Grossmont, Valhalla, Montgomery,
Bonita Vista, Ramona, Carlsbad, Scripps Ranch, San Pasqual, Otay Ranch,
University City and Patrick Henry.
Basketball and Soccer-- will most likely appear in Division I for the
2013-14 season, says Athletic Director Mike Stephenson. No word yet on
Volleyball.
Lacrosse—will play Division I this spring.
Sports not changing divisions: currently cross country, wrestling, swimming, tennis, golf, roller hockey (sports we also participate in) will not be
included until there is a formula developed by the CIF to chart success.
The CIF used Maxprep rankings from the last five years to determine
competitive level of CIF schools.
Other Notes:
1) Teams can move up one division per year (It is two divisions this time
around based on the addition of the new open division) or down 2 divisions
per year based on power ratings.
2) Schools with enrollments at 1250 or higher cannot move to D5. Currently there is no such provision for small schools moving all the way up
(probably a response to schools like LJCD whose girls basketball team is
far and away the best in town).
3) Schools can petition to move up a division if they choose, but a school
in the upper division would have to agree to move down. If no school
agrees to move down then there will be no adjustment.

5) Schools with no 5 year history can petition based on where
the commissioner places them (this would apply to our Lacrosse
program that only has a two year history) and may appeal their
placement.
6) It is possible for a school to play in as many as 6 divisions
each year depending on the strength of individual programs.
“It will be a bit confusing for a couple of years while the whole
system levels out (though probably no more so that this year),”
says Mr. Stephenson, “but in the end I believe Saints will be
either a D1 or Open Division in most if not all sports.”

Pierre Charmasson
Continued from page 1.

snowflake... No two are the same. For me it was simply a lifechanger.
Q: If you had one word to describe Saints what would it be?
Why?
A: Right. Because it is and continues to be the right thing to do.
Q: How does your life now fit into the Saints philosophy?
A: I’m a professional benefit auctioneer and I can go to my
grave knowing that I have used my god-given talents to help
raise millions of dollars for charitable organizations and nonprofit groups who specialize in improving the lives of others.
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4) Schools can petition to move down based only on faulty power rankings.
If there is inaccurate data that could affect placement it could be taken into
account.
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Join the Saints Players for a

Principal’s Message
Continued from page 1.

self-esteem. Give hugs and tell him you’re proud of him when you can
see him putting effort toward something or trying something at which he
has previously failed. Let him know you think he is terrific and that you
believe in him!
Help him become involved in constructive experiences. Activities
that encourage the development of a new skill or overcoming a significant challenge foster self-esteem. Encourage your son to step outside
of his comfort zone to try new things; go out for a sports team, join the
band, write for the school paper, or audition for the school play. Volunteering and contributing to a community service project by can also have
positive effects on self-esteem.
When promoting healthy self-esteem, it’s important to not have too
much or too little but “just enough.” Make sure your son doesn’t end up
feeling that if he’s average, he’s not good or special. Together we can
build and shape young men that are emotionally developed and proud of
who they are and who they are becoming.
Yours in the Spirit of Catholic Education,

James Horne
Principal

“Murder Mystery
Theatre Dinner”
experience as they perform ….

The Night I Died at
the Palace Theatre
Set in a 1940’s theatre the actors are just
getting ready to rehearse the final scene for
their latest production, when the director is
found dead onstage. There’s a lot of disbelief among the troupe until it becomes quite
evident that someone has, indeed, shuffled
off this mortal coil. Watch as the baby-faced
detective Jimmy Todd puts together the
clues. Was the director murdered for what
was in that missing final scene? Clues intermingle with unveiled threats as cast member
turns against cast member. Who heard the
final word uttered by Dexter the director?
Adults $15/ Seniors (62 yrs.)
Children (under 12) $10
This is a reserved event only.

Where:

St. Patrick’s Parish Hall 3583 30th Street San Diego, CA 92104

When:

Wednesday-March 6 &
Thursday March 7: Seating 6 pm,
Dinner served 6:30 pm

Saturday March 9:

Time TBA

Sunday- March 10: Seating 6 pm,
		
Dinner Seating 6:30 pm,
Dinner served 6:50 pm
Please purchase your tickets online at
Tiktz.com (a small transaction fee is required)
Enter your zip code, and you are in.

For more information please see www.sahs.org
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Jack Drapp (#21) on defense with
Brynton Lemar vs. Dons

Brynton Lemar helps sink
Army-Navy

Junior Guard Trey Kell goes airborne for a score as Saints Brent Jones
looks on.

Another Great
Hoops Season
Saints Varsity Basketball
Poised for Glory

Senior Jake Ryan scores two
vs. the Dons.

Photo Essay by Ernie Torgeson and Michael Cali (’13)

L

Kappa Slamma Jamma scholar
Drew Madsen in action

ast year Saints Soccer lost two regular season games to Cathedral Catholic before upsetting the Dons in the league finals.
That’s exactly where Saints Basketball sits midway through the
season. The team has lost twice in league play to the Dons, but we got
‘em right where we want them heading toward the playoffs. So far
this season, Saints has lost in the championship finals of the Torrey
Pines Invitational (the premier pre-season tourney in the area) and
twice to the Dons. So far, no other school has beaten Saints hoopsters
and that showing has the Varsity ranked in the top 10 once again.

Guard Nick Samaniego (’13)
zips by a Dons defender to
set up a score.

Pep Band offers no less than full tilt boogie every game

Brynton Lemar (’13) scores
around Cathedral Catholic
defender.
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Outrageous Saints fans in The Pit.

Senior Drew Madsen dominates
the tipoff enroute to a huge win
vs. LA’s Jordan High in the Torrey Pines Invitational.

The Honor Roll

St. Augustine High School Scholar Standouts
Congratulations to the following Saintsmen for having earned a grade point average of 3.20 or higher
during the First Semester 2012. Roster compiled by Mrs. Jeannie Oliwa, School Registrar.
SENIORS
Class of 2013

Second Honors
GPA of 3.20 to 3.59

Principal’s List
GPA of 4.0 or higher
Alberto Tadeo Acosta
Taylor Brant Ahearn
Robert Frederic Aragon
Eli Ashenafi
Michael Athanasios Balourdas
Garrett Philip Barclay
Joel Sinlao Bautista
Kyle Grohmann-William Beddow
Flavio Rene Borquez Gallego
Michael Francis Cali
Christopher Michael Carlin
Timothy Luke Chapman
Abelardo Corral Laborin
Patrick John Dixon
Spencer Edward Dixon
Rico James Dominguez
Edrick Drachenberg
Kyle Anthony Edmonds
James Sullivan Filley
David Stephen Francis Jr.
Andrew Thomas Gaylord
Patrick Cristobal Gerardo
Will James Marcial Gonzalez
Jose Mario Hank
Gregory Thomas Heid
Nicholas John Hessling
Tyler Berend Hofstee
Francisco Koichi Ishino
Robert Milton Jertberg III
Tristan Luke Juarez
Max James Kaderabek
Joseph Christopher Keane
Mariano Lino Laguna
Jordan Joseph De Jesus Lapira
Alex Richard Larson
Patrick James Lavelle
Gregory Scott Lowe
Joseph Thomas Maalouf
Jason Luab Mapa
Quentin Gabriel Martinez
Joseph Edward McCabe
Matthew Peter Meda
Ryan Alan Merrill
Luis Andrés Miranda
Joseph Le Moser
Nicholas Colwell Munoz
Nicholas Stephen Nadhir
Kevin Osman
Benjamin Jackson Piorkowski
Joseph Clifford Ramm
Xavier Aloysius Nerona Redondo
Cameron George Roberts
Juan Miguel Rodriguez Gallegos
Stephen Coleman Rougas
Carlo Salomon Ruiz
Cole Richard Schenewerk
Austin Joseph Schmid
Austin Andrew Siragusa
Kevin Patrick Skinner
Ryan Michael Stamper
Evan Daniel Suda
Scott Francis Szafranski
Jose Oscar Valenzuela
Nicholas Alexander Vitha
Scott Anthony Walsh
Andrew Dominic White
Thomas Jefferson Wickett
James Joseph Zehentbauer

Santino Lawrence Acuna
Albert John Comia Alisasis
Isidoro Anthony Balistreri
Joseph Randall Barnes
James Daniel Benton
Thomas Daniel Blick
Spencer Filippone Calvert
John Thomas Costa
Robert Frank De Cort Jr.
Jackson Anthony Drapp
Jose Armando Fernandez Guerrero
Connor Gregory Filley
Richard Anthony Franco
Josiah Amos Gilb
Christopher Ryan Graham
Diego Francisco Healy Montalvo
Joseph Richard Howder
Austin Gannon Hyatt
Joseph Kosen
Brynton Jevon Lemar
Andrew Patrick Leyva Jr.
Anthony Vince Cala Llevares Jr.
Andrew David Madsen
Raynald Mari Romero Marte
Michael Alexander Martin
Maxwell Mark Nelson
Gavin Jacob Quigley
Brandon Alberto Rodriguez
Nicholas Raymond Spardy
Elliott George Stepanof
Omar Federico Tapia
John Scott Taylor
Luke James Totah
John Daniel Yourg

First Honors
GPA of 3.60 to 3.99
Jose Sebastian Alberdi
Justin Matthew Beck
Damian George Carusillo
Jackson Henry Chacon
Brock William Crecy
Cooper Stephen DeGraw
Michael Thomas Deiters
Juan Carlos Escalante
Antonio Jose Diamsay Faustino Jr.
Luis Andres Fernandez
Aaron Eric Flynn
Alexander John Gerick
Diego Francisco Gonzalez
Huy Nang Ha
Ross Gordon Lemmel
Thomas Andrew Macie
Lance Patrick Martin
Thomas Harold McCarthy
Kyle Francis Mishky
Ryan Denver Neck
Matthew Zachary Tan Palpallatoc
Darren Joseph Poland
Nicolas Alejandro Quiroga
William Macaspac Raines
Joseph David Saad
David Trung-Hieu Tran
Ian Michael Trolinger
Adrian Xavier Zavala

JUNIORS
Class of 2014
Principal’s List
GPA of 4.0 or higher
Santiago Alcala
Jacob Burton Alvord
Patrick William Anderson
Ricardo Astiazaran
Gregory Thomas Barajas
Kieran James Berton
Kevin Christopher Bitar
Samuel Stephen Buse
Nickolas Anthony Camarata
Braulio Saul Castillo
Bernardo Edgar Cervantes
Nicholas Dhuyvetter
Ryan William Faupel
Nathaniel John Fisher
Enrico Antonio Garcia
Julio Esteban Garcia-Granados
Ryan A Goff
Tyler Joseph Rex Hadzicki
Patrick Martin Hagan
Sean James Hicke
Dillon Kelliher Keefe
Ariel Delmundo Kenney
Matthew James Kubasak
Gabriel Alexander Lopez
Joseph Joshua McGuire
Brendan Thomas McNamara
Michael Paul McRoskey
Kyle Matthew Meneses
Matthew Hayden Morton
Evan James Nichols
Matthew Joseph O’Connor
Patrick Michael O’Connor
Ulises Osuna
German Padilla-Choy
Daniel Reid Pekin
Joseph Fitzgerald Preimesberger
Charles Christopher Rayner
Christopher Jonas Rice
Jordan Spencer Richardson
Timothy Ryan Bautista Sacamay
Christopher Aaron Shelton
Timothy Joseph Liang-Yong Shen
Edward Michael Simpkins
William Gromer Smith
Jamie Patrick Steckbeck
Justin Charles Toscano
Connor Joseph Whalen
Joshua Connor Wharry
Travis Buchanon Wilkie
Andrew McKenney Williams
Steven Charles Yevchak
Michael Joseph Young
First Honors
GPA of 3.60 to 3.99
Eduardo Luis Acosta
Robert Sebastian Aguais
Tomas Arellano
Paul Huy Doan
Christian Edward Franco
Jose Fernando Galan

David Sediq Hanany
Javier Ignacio Haro-Lopez
Matthew Kane Joseph
Max Alexander Bondoc Lalangan
Trevor Newcomb Leweck
Kim Johnson Mahoney
Edward Timothy Morris
Pablo Ortega
Aubrey Dean Palhegyi
Christian-Moreno Polak
Esteban Geovanny Quesada
Alberto Serrano
Sean Joseph Sullivan
Tyler John Tanaka
Christopher Thien Phuc Tao
Sergio Valdez
Konrad William Woestman
Second Honors
GPA of 3.20 to 3.59
Diego Alcocer
Nicholas Adams Allard
Bryan Brady Angulo
John Joseph Matthew Bacino
Roc Frank Beas
Luis Felip Calderon
Rodrigo Alonso Chavez
Mitch Douglas Cohen
Mario Adolfo Cota
John Charles Downey
Christopher Coil Dunn
Marlon Isaac Espinosa
Cole Patrick Habib
Connor Patrick Haupt
Jack Henry Hofbauer
George Earl Kell
Adam Dale Kosen
Christian Edward Legaspi
Lawrence Liu
Carlos Adrian Lopez
Joseph Fitzgerald Mazzeo
Adam Joseph McGrath
Manuel Jose Pacheco
Philip Gordon Greub Park
Nathaniel Soliman Nepomuceno
Pascual
John Murray Peterson
Cody John Russell
Ethan Joseph Sanchez
Patrick Dougan Shinsky
Zachary William Smith
Connor Michael Speed
Alec Esteban Sprague
Nathan Evan Watson
Daniel Wan Woo
SOPHOMORES
Class of 2015
Principal’s List
GPA of 4.0 or higher
Alexander Sison Agpaoa
Ricardo Alvarez
Theo Anastos
Austin Cole Beaulieu
Steven James San Agustin Borja
Frank James Buncom, IV
Andres Manuel Bustos
Matthew James Bywater
Kyle Michael Cato
Brandon Nicholas Cerezo
Michael Thomas Cline
Grant Riley Connors
John Andrew Dalessio
Alexander Joseph Danilowicz
Thomas Robert Geiser
Christopher Ryan Gesell
Jason Edward Gros
Rex Patrick Hammock
Ian Timothy Harkness
Christopher Lawrence Heffner
Marcelo Hernandez-Gamez
Matthew James Ingraham
Aden Quinn Khalil
Jon Jeffrey Lapira
Michael Joseph Leahy
Christopher Lawrence Lee
Christian Douglas Lloyd
Nicholas Matthias Lograsso
Eric Daniel Lujan
Samuel James Matney
Brandon Anthony Nadhir
Ivan Dario Otanez-Lopez
Matthew Paul Perez
Logan Andrew Dale Rank
Christopher Derek Sanchez
Jesus Xavier Sanchez
Julio Serrano
John Jacob Smart Jr.
Matthew Howard Smith
Samuel Baker Sphire
Andrew Robertson Stoddard
Matthew Robert Tolliver

Sebastian Isaac Torres-Galvan
David Raymond Valley
Lucas O Van Epps
Luis Enrrique Vidrio
John Joseph Zizzi
First Honors
GPA of 3.60 to 3.99
Santiago Alcala
Nicholas Tayag Alberto
Carlos Fernando Alonso
Arman Amad Attisha
Quinn Matthew Bandy
Bruno Calderon
Rodrigo Castellanos Gonzalez
Alec Z Drachenberg
Charlie Braxton Giron
Tyrus Raymond Greene
John Wilson Hamlin
Erik Victor Joplin
Michael Cole Larson
Matthew Alexander Martin
Ryan Patrick Martin
Collin Ryan McNicholl-Carter
Christian Leighton Onwuka
Jeffrey Anthony Pacheco
Corwin Palacios
James Clayton Palmer
Angel Rivera Larrea
Tanner Pace Safir
Francis Martin Sapien
Octavio Andres Tudela
Fernando Vallejo
Joseph Wahib Wehbe
Kristopher Anthony Willis
Second Honors
GPA of 3.20 to 3.59
Giovanni Oliver Aguilera-Reyes
Nicholas Alexander Allen
Geoffrey Boulger
Matthew Thomas Callahan
Lucas Robert Celeste
Carson Philip Chandler
Joseph Michael Costa
Sean Patrick Dixon
Steven Joseph Franca
Eammon McGranahan Garland
Sergey Jamison Palermo Grosser
Joseph Michael Kosmicki
Thomas Robert Krause
Ryan Jacob Madsen
Kennedy Peter McKernan
Zachary Jozsef Mishky
Marco Christopher Cutri Moura
Alberto Miguel Ordonez Miranda
Andrew Michael Parada
Gerardo Pina
Anthony Moreno Polak
Andrew Christopher Quinn
Austin Wilfred Regalado Quintong
Martin Gabriel Rascon
Bryan Reynoso Riel
David Alexander Rivera
Matthew Xavier Rodriguez
Misha James Schultz
Alexander James Stokes
Nathan James Suarez
Michael Zackery-Williams Theilacker
Alfonso Tirado
Lyle James Torwick
FRESHMEN
Class of 2016
Principal’s List
GPA of 4.0 or higher
Thomas Michael Allen
Alexander Christian Almond
Brennan James Amsberry
Justin Robert Arnaldo
Jacob Ray Baker
Tanner Ray Battikha
Alan Burnett
Christopher Michael Callipari
Matthew Charles Danaher
Jack Anthony Danielski
Ryan Alexander Dent
Samuel Patrick Dixon
Jarred Druzynski
Carter Robert Faucher
Andrew Joseph Feiner
Ignacio Esteban Fimbres
Christopher Glenn Guadarrama
Dante Alberto Gutierrez
Andrew Patrick Heffler
Arturo Isaac Jacobo
Alexander Thomas Karaniwan
Christopher Sam Keane

Mark Andrew Kubasak
Connor James Lance
Brendan Francis Leahy
James Ryan Jack McCarthy
Joseph Jeremiah McGuire
Jack Terrence Melican
Carlos Dario Mena Gutierrez
Timothy Patrick Moran
Cristian Jose Olmos-Blanca
Carlos Eduardo Orendain
Sean Patrick Panish
Jacques L. Paye
Guillermo Penunuri
David Hughes Pepper
Thomas Gwynn Plein
Bennett Mitchell Poiset
Justin Andrew Robertson
Blaise Churchill Rogers Lynch
Quinn Tol’u Seau
Frederick Stickney Smyth
Aidan Ricardo Valencia
Jose Luis Vallejo
Isaac Lee Vanderbosch
Michael James Wilson
Andrew Spencer Yap
First Honors
GPA of 3.60 to 3.99
Grant Matthew Aikels
Paul Edward Ammons
Andrew Roy Anderson
Maxwell Eugene Brandon
Phillip Carl Callahan
Robert Michael Case
Jon Alexander Cordero
Esteban Manuel Espana
Bryan Farres Oriol
Steven Justin Franco
Cameron Clarke Heon
Brandon Luu Hoang
Justin Huezo
Carlos Keijiro Ishino
Erik Allen Larsen
Sebastian F Lopez
Ricardo Lopez-Alvarez
Shaun Edward McDoniel
Ryan Anthony Meneses
Joseph Patrick Murray
Aaron Jacob Burks Nepomuceno
Vincent Hongan Nguyen
Armando Rios Ochoa
Dominic Giuliano Petti
Ryan Colin Phan
Javier Plascencia
Martin Andres Quiroga
Jose Zeferino Sanchez
Zachary Michael Schneider
Benjamin Clark Shenk
Kyle Andrew Stamper
Matthew Louis Tarantino
Alejandro Francisco Uribe
Jakob Issac Vazquez
David Mark Young
Jacob Anthony Zickert
Second Honors
GPA of 3.20 to 3.59
Michael Joseph Alves
Bryan Avalos
Steven Charles Barrett
Desi Carlo Charfauros
Jesus Alberto Corral
Jack Corey Dashwood
Matthew Alan Espinosa
Kevin Rapadas Ferrer
Samuel Mathias Gilb
Dominic Varilla Gonzales
Nicholas Jeremiah Heid
Shane Lawrence Hollis
Fernando Jesus Huerta Jr.
Braydon William Jertberg
Nicolas Paul Lamas
Harley Anthony Lehrke
Matthew Francis Lloyd
Alvaro Luken
Peter James Macie
Jonathan Martinez
Patrick Clark McDoniel
Owen Reed Merutka
Eric Michael Monroe
Ethan Miguel Mote
Jose Dy Ortiz
Dominic Savio Oshana
Kasimir Meng Tan
Martin Sereno Tombe
Sean Paul Trusso
Dominic Michael Vinti
David Scott Williams Jr.
Ivan Christopher Woestman
Ariel David Zak

Honor Roll is compiled by Mrs. Jeannie Oliwa, School Registrar.
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APA eScrip
eScrip: It’s Easy To Contribute to St. Augustine!
The Austin Parent Association wants to make you aware of a fantastic opportunity to earn
money for St. Augustine’s programs, simply by registering with eScrip and shopping at your
favorite stores.
Here’s How It Works

1. You register any one or all of your existing grocery loyalty, debit and 		
credit cards for use in the program.
2. Participating merchants will make contributions to your chosen 			
group, based on purchases made by you, just by using the cards 			
you have registered.
3. Your purchases are tracked and available to you online, allowing 			
you to see just how much you are earning on your child’s behalf!
It’s EASY! It’s FREE! You just need to register your cards, and a percentage of your purchases
will go towards St. Augustine programs automatically. One family who spends $400 a month at
Vons would earn $6 for our school, x 100 families = $7,200 a year!
Point your web browser to this site: http://www.escrip.com/program/3ways/index.jsp
Click on “Sign Up” and follow the directions. Saints’ group ID is #137716597
Register your Safeway, Vons, or Macy’s cards. Other credit or debit cards can also be registered. See the site for details.
Please take 5 minutes and start earning money for St. Augustine!
If you are already participating in eScrip for another school, it’s easy to add
St. Augustine to your existing account!

Go to www.escrip.com
Click on “my escrip”
Login with your existing username and password. If you don’t remember your password, it will
guide you through a process to remind you.
Click on “change my group selection”
Add or delete any groups you would like (up to 3 groups are allowed).
Saints’ group ID is #137716597
Thank you for your support.
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Mission of St. Augustine High School – Our mission is to provide a Catholic liberal arts education for young men in an environment that promotes the development of mind, heart and body in
the Augustinian tradition. By helping to form loving disciples of Jesus Christ we communicate to the world the gospel values of community, truth and love.

